THE  TOWN  OF  OUR  DREAMS
lived from day to day in fear of being overthrown or
carried off.
In all there were three hosts receiving: the strong-looking,
bearded Mahmud Hsing Chang—he was the Turki General
in command at Kashgar; General Liu Pin, at the head of the
Chinese forces, and Mr. Hsu, the new taotai. We were not
the only guests of honour. Two doctors, a man and a woman,
had arrived by aeroplane from Moscow with a serum to be
used in fighting the plague. It was rather odd to be told by
the taotai, when I asked him, that the two aeroplanes had
arrived from Urumchi, not from Moscow. According to
Doctor Bichkoff, on the other hand, they had arrived from
Tashkent. And then somebody, I have forgotten who, told
me about a third aeroplane which had had to make a forced
landing in the Celestial Mountains.
Before long everybody was in: all the Russians (their wives
dressed in modest silk robes), all the Chinese, all the Turkis,
all the English, all the Indians—and the one Swiss, who was
suddenly surprised to hear Madame Osipoff saying a few
words in French.
Then we sat down to table. With the soup, our glasses
were filled with benedictine, cognac or vodka, the only
drinks there were. • One had to be continually emptying one's
glass to honour some toast or other. It was "Kaan-pei" or
"Za vache zdarovie" all the time and one had to drink.
Peter and I managed to get and hold on to a bottle of vodka,
fearing lest the servants should serve us with the sweetish
Caucasian benedictine. Now, if ever, it was a question of
keeping a clear head, for IgorofF and I were engaged in an
implacable duel. The men had taken off their coats and the
atmosphere generally was Saturday night-ish. Still, Peter
was a little uneasy. He was remembering that it was one of
the little ways of the country to polish off one's enemies in
the course of a banquet, and asking himself exactly how
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